Abu Dhabi from the sky .. a unique journey that offers you scenes that you have not seen before of
famous landmarks in the Emirates capital
Dubai, United Arab Emirates (CNN) - From the Emirates Palace to the Louvre Museum, the Emirati
capital Abu Dhabi is abundant with many tourist and leisure destinations worth visiting. However, what
do you think of a unique trip that enables you to see the most famous landmarks of the emirate with
new eyes?
Since its founding in 2007, Dubai-based Seawings has provided tourists and residents with unique flights
to see some of the Emirates cities and its famous landmarks from a completely different point of view,
through flights on small sea jets for 9 people
The idea of the company was inspired while the CEO and founder of "Seawings", Stuart Wheeler, who
has lived in the United Arab Emirates for more than 30 years, spent his time in Vancouver, Canada.
"I saw the planes flying to and from the Vancouver port and I thought it would be a great experience if
we could integrate the idea of the sea, because of the UAE's heritage linked to the sea, and to provide
an air tourism experience. And that's how it started," Wheeler explained in an interview with CNN in
Arabic on the phone
Abu Dhabi with new eyes
Speaking of the tour that takes visitors over Abu Dhabi, Wheeler assured enthusiastically that the
capital's view from the air was "truly astonishing
The tour lasts 25 minutes in Abu Dhabi, and it starts and ends on Yas Island. Through it, one can see
stunning views of the nature of the capital, as well as its architectural side
During this tour, the plane flies over large areas of picturesque Crimea, over the Emirates Palace and its
domes, and the architectural details of the Louvre Museum. From afar, one will also see many islands
scattered off the coast, according to Lawler.
Tours of tourists and residents alike
And if you think you actually saw Abu Dhabi from the air while traveling by plane from outside the
Emirates to land at Abu Dhabi International Airport, for example, you are wrong.
Wheeler explained that the maximum height of the aircraft is two thousand feet, or approximately 610
meters. In addition, the plane changes its height during the tour, and may reach a height of a thousand
feet (approximately 305 meters) at times, providing a new and closer look to the features below
Wheeler also explained that the plane is ideal for excursions with stunning scenery.
Each of the 9 seats on the plane has its own window, which means that all passengers can enjoy the
views over them without any hindrance to them.

Wheeler talked about the happiness of the participants in this experiment after the plane landed on the
ground, as their faces are adorned with big smiles, and they usually shake hands with each other
enthusiastically, and speak with the captain with suspense
Tourists from outside the UAE are not only rushing to these tours, as Wheeler stressed that many
residents are interested in taking this experience as well.
While browsing customer reviews on TripAdvisor, Wheeler said laughing that one would see comments
like "I have been living here for 20 years, and I never knew that this was what Abu Dhabi or Dubai looked
like”

